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Mhow, and Quetta Districts, with headquarters at each station; and the
Indian Medical Service the following: Bombay and Aden, headquarters
Bombay; Scinde, headquarters Karachi; Nagpur, headquarters Kampti.
The Peshawur Administrative District is to be held. it is ruled, alter-

nately by a brigade-surgeon-lieutenat,t-colonel of the Army Medical Staff
and Indian Medical Service.
As has already been stated in the BRITISHE MEDICAL JOURNAL, the

principal medical officerships in chief of the four commands will be
divided equally between both medical services, the Army Medical Staff
getting the Bengal and Bombay Army Corps, and the Indian Medical Ser-
vice the Punjab and Madras. The nomination (8urgeon-Colonel Harvey)
for the Punjab Army Corps has been noted; for the Madras, Surgeon-
Colonel McVittie is mentioned.
Surgeon-5fajor-Generals Walsh and Warren fill the positions in Bengal

and Bombay.

THE NAVAL MEDICAL SERVICE OF THE U-NITED STATES.
WE are accustomed to consider the status of the imiedical officers of the
United States Army as so superior, both in military rank and title, to
our own that it comes as a revelation and surprise to find the naval
medical service of that country is as far behind our own as its military is
;ahead of us. Yet that such is the fact appears from a memorandum
published recently in the Cincinnati Lancet-Clinic. We are told that the
position of American naval mnedical officers contrasts very unfavourably
%vith those of foreign navies, especially the British. The memorandum
from which we quote states:

" There has long been an uncalled-for antipathy between the naval line
offlcers and those of the medical staff, on account of which the medical
staff has been subject to slights and indignities which were a disgrace to
the navy." " For this reason it has been impossible to keep the medical
staff corps anything like full, and at this very time there are a good num-
ber of vacancies."
That almost reads like a fortunately bygone, and we liope never re-

curring, chapter in the history of our own naval service. It goes on:
"At the same time the medical staff of the army is kept nearlv at its

maximum because of the fair treatment accorded by the line officeers."
"1 In the navy the question at issue seems to be more one of sociology than
anything else. Line officers are taken into the service as boys and edu-
cated at the expense of the Government. No inconsiderable part of this
education consists in the teaching of patriotism, the law of caste and ac-
companying discipline."
But the medical officer, whose education is wholly at his own expense

on obtaining a navy commission, " is at once awed by this condition of
official caste, and made to feel that his right to recognition, according
to his lawful rank, is only tolerated, and not granted as though to an
-equal. Such a course of conduct is unworthy of our nation's defenders."
American institutions have changed many things, but seem powerless to
eradicate certain caste tendencies in human nature, which are ready to
assert themselves whenever and wherever the conditions become favour-
able. It appears from our contemporary there is a Bill at present before
Congress which would intensify naval medical evils, and ought therefore
to be defeated: "To allow the Bill to become a law means a practical
set-back, and fling at the whole medical profession." It further demands
"equal riqhts for medicine with diplomacy, law, arms, agriculture, and
banking;' and we have little doubt such would be at once conceded did
the profession command a sufficient number of votes. These, and not
abstract right or righteousness, constitute the true motive power of the
latter-day democratic machine. The conditions of service in the medical
department of the United States Navy have much to do with
its unpopularity. " Suitable men are obtained with great diffi-
culty.. For all other appointments under the Government there
is a constant stream of applicants..R.......lundreds seek admission
into all corps but one, and that is the medical ......... The Medical
Department of the Army has no such trouble, though it maintains
a high efficiency that is recognised all over the world. The
fault is not in naval life, per se, for all other corps are sought after
-eagerly.... The fault is not in the examination required, for this has
been so carefully regulated that any well educated plhysician could pass
it. it is not intimately associated with the question of pay, in which
the army and navy do not differ materially." And so, by a process of
exclusion, the causes of unpopularity become narrowed down, and the
cure for the evils set forth readily apparent. It is demanded that the
naval medical officer shall have better rank and status from the begin-
ning, quicker promotion, and earlier retirement. The social disabiliLies
under which he labours would, of course, be mitigated by a better st.art;
the army medical officer has positive and greater rank from the begin-
ning; and. " in five years, attains to a grade the naval medical officer does
not reach for fifteen ;" the former " can retire after thirty years' service,"
while the latter "must wait forty years. or until he reaches the age of
'62." We confess to be rather staggered between these inequalities in the
American services, which contrast badly with our own, in which we
rather give the pull to the naval service, as far, at least, as the periodic
increase in the increment of pay is concerned. In all conscience the
United States naval medical officer wants a better start; at 23 or 24, being
the average age, he "enters with the relative rank of ensign, a lower
grade than the army medical officer. He is not even entitled to a room, but
sleeps on a bunk in the steerage, and lives for three years the steerage life.
He cannot mess with others of his profession on board. and feels in the
very beginning of his career depressed and humiliated." This is positively
worse than in the days when our own naval assistant surgeons had " no
cabins." In connection with the enhanced early rank demanded and
the quicker promotion, the question of titles is discussed. These, we
must say, are at present very primitive, and have long been obsolete in
in our own navy; they, we are told, "excite disagreeable comments
from officers in other navies ;" and no wonder, for an officer may be well
advanced into middle life bearing the unmeaning title of " assistant " or
"passed assistant-surgeon." Even in the grade of "surgeon there are
men who have been in the service twenty-three years and have nearly
reached the age of 50;" and instances "where men with the relative
rank of lieutenant have children at the Naval Academy." It would seem
that promotion in the medical is regulated by the flow of promotion in
the line, or, as we would say, the executive, and as stagnation reigns in

it. so it is reflected on the medical department. Such a condition of
affairs must seriously impair the efficiency of the United States Navy
throughout, and we are surprised that proud and patriotic Americans
would thus allow their navy to deteriorate. All heart, we are told, is
clean out of the American naval medical service, and we cannot wond er
at it; we are more than astonished that any mnedical men at all wou I d
enter it under present conditions. A sketch Bill is appended to the
article, from which wve have quioted, assimilating the service as regards
rank, title, retirement, etc., pretty muich to our own navy. Such matters
in America are regulated by "law" and not by "royal warrant" a
with us.

INDIAN MEDIC-AL SERVICE.
SURGEON-COLONEL J. CLEGHORN, M D., Bengal Establishment, who
entered the service as Assistant-burgeon March 31st, 1865, is promoted to
be Surgeon-Major-General from M arch 29th. He was with the Bhootan
expedition in 1885-86. and has the North West Frontier medal with clasp.
Brigade-Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel G. MC B. DAVIS, M.B., BenalEstab-

lishment, who was Principal Medical Officer with the 1st Brigade of the
Waziristan Field Force, has been favourably mentioned for his services
by the general officer in command of the force in his despatclhes describ-
ing his encounter with the enemy recently published in the Gazette of
India.
Surgeon-General SAVILLE M. PELLY, C.B., late Bombay Establishment,

died at Lee, Kent, on April 3rd, at the age of 76. He joined the Indian
Medical Service as Assistant-Surgeon, June 2nd, 1841, and was present in
July and August, 1843, with a field force under Major Blood in the
southern parts of Sind, and served with the Sind Irregular Horse during
Sir C. Napier's campaign in 1844-45 against the predatory tribes on the
borders of Cutchee, and in the surprise and capture of Shahpoor on the
night of January 15th, 1845, being mentioned in the despatches by Captain
Jacob. He was present with the army of observation at Bhawalpoor
under Sir C. Napier in 1846-47, and with the Sind Horse during the pacifi-
cation of the frontier of Sind in 1847-48 under Major (afterwards
General) John Jacob. He was with the 2nd Regiment Light
Cavalry in Rajpootana during the Mutiny campaign in 1857-58 and
was present as senior medical officer at the attack on Nimbhaira, the
action of Feerun, and throughout the siege of Neemuch, under Captain
Simpson, joining afterwards in pursuit of Tantia Topee with the column
under Brigadier Parke. At the conclusion of the war he received the
Indian medal with clasu for Central India. He was principal medical
officer of the Indian Medical Department throughout the Abyssinian
campaign in 1867-38, under Sir Robert (afterwards Lord) Napier. For his
services during this expedition he was recommended for the K.C.S.I.,
but as it was found this knighthood could only be conferred for service
rendered in India, he was rewarded by a Companionship of the Bath.
Meanwhile he had risen in his profession to bs Deputy-Inspector of Hos-
pitals in the Bombay Presidency, and he retired with the honorary rank
of Inspector-General in 1872.

ARMY MEDICAL STAFF EXCHANGE.
The charge for inserting notices respecting Exchanges in the Army Medical De-
partment is 3S. 6d., which should be forwarded in stamps or post office order
with the notice. The last post on Wednesday i8 the latest by which these
announcements can be received.

A FIELD MEDICAL OFFICER, expecting orders for India, wishes to ex-
change with one of similar rank who has about two years of home service
to run. Address, " Delta," care of Sir C. McGrigor and Co., 25, Charles
Street, St. James. S.W.

MEDICO-LEGAL AND MEDICO-ETHICAL.
ADVERTISEMENT BY CIRCULAR.

A CORRESPONDENT sends us a circular purporting to be issued by " Dr.
Cooper, surgeon, Six Ways, Erdington." The second leaf of the circular
is occulpied by a " Scale of Charges," and by the " Surgery Hours." The
establishment is not called a dispensary, and the fees are not as low as
those accepted by many of those practitioners who resort to the issue
of' circulars to obtain practice. The issue of sueh circulars is most
undignified, and cannot therefore be to the eventual advantage of a
member of a profe%sion which claims to rank with the other learned pro-
fessions. Such circulars which resemble those commonly issued by
tradesmen, must injure both the individual and the profession in the
eyes of discriminating members of the public.

DISPENSARIES AND PRIVATE ENTERPRISE.
A CORRESPONDENT sends us a greenish-blue card, which bears the follow-
ing announcement:

TEE GENERAL DISPENSARY,
109, Upper Moss Lane, Manchester.

(Established for the benefit of the Middle and Working Classes
during Illness,

A PHYSICIAN OR SURGEON ATTENDS DAILY.
Morning, 10 to 12; Afternoonu, 3 to 4; Evening, 6.30 to 9.

Sunday Morning, 10.30.

Terms:-Advice and Medicine, ls., or 2s. per week; Visits to Patient's
Home, ls. 6d., or from 3s. 6d. per week; Payable in Advance.

Vaccination from Calf Lymph every Tuesday.
Patients requiring to be visited are requested to give notice before

12 o'clock.

*** If this is a public institution worked by a committee it is to be con-
demned on grounds of public policy unless it recognises the provident
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principle. The card contains no evidence of any such recognition. If it
is a private enterprise we vould suggest to our correspondent to send
full particulars to the Chairman of the Committee of the Council of the
British Medical Association, as the subject of anonymous dispensaries is
one which this Committee has decided to investigate.

"NOTICE OF REMOVAL."
WE regret to notice in a recent issue of the Vfaterjord Standard what ap-
pears to be an advertisement under the head "Notice of Removal." This
announcement states that a certain doctor may be consulted daily at an
address mentioned. Such announcements, whether inserted as adver-
tisements or through the complacency of the editor, do not enhance the
,dignity of the doctor or of the profession to which he belongs.

ATTENDANCE ON THE CLERGY.
BENEFIT OF CLERGY.-We apprehend that our correspondent, who
admits that he has often read the rule relating to professional charges
to the clergy, must have done so in a perfunctory manner, otherwise
he should have experienced no difficulty in apportioning the relative
fees in the cases of the two clergymen in question. We would refer
him to the Medico-Chirurgical Tariffs (published by Mr. H. K. Lewis,
price 2s.), page 9; and if after a careful perusal thereof he fails to com-
prehend the specific instructions given, let him again communicate
with us on the subject.

THE EMPLOYMENT OF UNQUALIFIED ASSISTANTS.
A. E.-The General Medical Council hold that a registered medical prac-

titioner renders himself liable to the censure ofthe Council if he em-
ploy an unqualified assistant, " either in complete substitution for his
own services or under circumstances in which due personal super-
vision and control are not or cannot be exercised by the said registered
practitioner." The full text of the Tesolution will be found in the
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of December 22nd, 1894, p. 1461.

MEDICAL COLLECTORS IN COLLIERY PRACTICES.
MEMB. B. M. A.-It is to be regretted that our correspondent
was induced to take such a practice on so slender a guarantee, but if
the facts detailed are correct, he was certainly justified in sending his
collector to those who had promised to contribute towards his salary.
It is always difficult, however, to be quite sure of the action of an agent
of this kind, especially where the latter has employed a sub-agent, so
that it is possible the aggrieved neighbouring practitioner may have
cause for his complaint; at the same time nothing can excuse his
alleged use of an unqualified man in the way described. If the facts are
correctly reported the action alleged borders dangerously near on
" covering," and is specially to be condemned here, as it tends to dis-
place a qualified by an unqualified practitioner.
There can be little doubt that it is a bad practice to allow the

collecting of the medical contributions of colliery employes to devolve
lon the doctor. This obviously ought to be done by a responsible official
of the colliery, and then such complaints could not occur.

DOORPLATES.
A, who is M.D., and B. who is a surgeon, enter into partnership; would

it be in bad taste to have " Drs." A. and B. on the doorplate?
Can a L.R.C.S.I., L.M., L.A.H. legally put "physician and surgeon"

on his doorplate?
*** In answer to our correspondent's first quTsrion, we may note that

such a title on the doorplate would, according to our view, be in bad
taste, and might, strictly speaking, be deemned illegal.
To the second query, our reply is that the diplomas referred to would

not entitle him to the de;ignation of "physician and surgeon."

LIABILITY FOR FEE.-.
A MEsMBER writes: I am called to attend a patient and do so, finding
him suffering from an ailment not urgent or likely to be so. Having
prescribed, I intimate my intention to call the following morning and
leave. An urgent case crops up, and detains me until the afternoon of
next day, wlhen I call, but the patient refuses to see me, saying that as
I had not called in the morning he had had to call in other advice. I
retire, having explained that I had been unexpectedly delayed, and
send in due course a bill for two visits, he not having sent me word to
stay my second. My bill is returned by post unstamped, and the
patient in strong language expresses his resolve not to pay.
*** " A Member" is, we think, entitled to charge for the first visit the

usual fee and something in respect of the second visit (say half fee).
A firm application should be made for payment, which might be fol-
lowed by proceedings in the County Court in default.

NOBLESSE OBLIGE.
FAIRPLAY calls our attention to an advertisement in a Dublin daily paper

of the Meath Hospital with regard to students' classes, and points out
that in this advertisement the private adaress of the honorary secre-
tary of the Medical Board is given. It would no doubt be preferable to
publish only the official address of the school.

A MUNIFICENT GIFT.-Mr. Henry Harben, of Hampstead,
who has taken the greatest interest in the North-West
London Convalescent Homes Fund for working men, has
decided to erect at his own expense a building at Little-
hampton to cost £20,000. The work will be put in hand
forthwith.

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES,
UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD.

MR. ARTHUR C. LATHAM, M.A.. M.B., Ch.B., of Balliol College, has been
appointed Radcliffe Travelling Fellow. In 1893 Mr. Latham obtained a
University Scholarship at St. George's Hospital Medical School, open to
students of Oxtord or Cambridge.

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH.
THE following candidates have passed the Second Professional Exami-
nation for the Degrees of M.B. and C.M.:
D. N. Anderson, R. W. Anthony, H. S. Ballantyne, B.Sc. (with distinc-

tion), T. M. Callender, A. F. Cameron, M.A., W. Finlay, H.
Fowler, D. V. Gold. N. Gunn, W. F. Harvey, M.A. (with distinction),
R. K. Howden, C. H. Johnson, T. F. Johnstone, R. W. Knox, C. D.
Lauder, R. E. Loney, A. L. Low, G. C. Low, M.A., J. E. Blackburn,
J. J. L. Macfarlane, E. Matthew, M.A. (with distinction), N.
Maudsley, J. P. Peterson, C. H. Phillips, E. E. Porritt. J. Richards,
T. A. Ross, G. B. Serle, G. S. Small, H. T. J. Thacker, A. J. A.
Theobalds, H. M. Tragnair (with distinction), J. H. White, A. R.
Wight, W. G. Wight, F. U. Wilcox, J. F. Wolfe, C. Porter, W.
Buchanan, L. M. Cairns, A. R. Eates, J. D. M'Crindle, J. E. Martin,
J. Patton, H. W. Smitlh, D. T. R. Jones, J. Lee, F. Anderson, E.
Bramwell, H. 0. Dougall, H. Douglas, J. Forbes, M.A., B.Sc., G.
MIKellar, A. D. McPherson, M.A.. F. H. Merry, J. W. Simpson, J. R.
H. Walker, A. E. White, A. E. Williams, G. Arkwright, S. Ducat, P.
W. Freyer, J. M. de Frietas, J. D. C. Howden, W. Jagger, H. Jones,
J. F. Lindsay, M. W. Manuk, M. S. Ran, B.Sc., J. A. Rees, J. F.
Shirlaw, and T. A. Williams.

The following have passed in Anatomy, Physiology, and Materia
Medica:
B. C. R. Aldren, T. R. W. Armour (with distinction), T. Biggam. W.

Burias, M.A., C. M. Cooper (with distinction), J. F. Falconer, J. S.
Fraser (with distinction), W. Hamilton, P. Kinmont, I. S.
Maclnnes, F. W. More, R. Riddell, and J. R. Williamson.

The following have passed in Anatomy and Physiology (under the new
ordinanve):
E. P. Bauimann, L. W. Davies, W. S. Eaton, G. Gatenby, A. Gibson, W.

E. MeKechnie, G. W. Miller, J. D. S. Milne. A. H. Pirie, C. M.
Robertson, J. D. Slight, W. M. A. Smith, and W. R. Somerset;

and the following in the same subjects under the old regulations:
S. J. Grinsell. A. W. G. Clark. J. Graham. L. Kingsford, W. M. Milne,

M.A., J. Muir, J. W. Struthers, E. H. Jones, and 0. Rait.
The Vans Dunlop Scholarship in Natural Science has been awarded to

Mr. James A. Murray.

UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW.
EXAMINATIONS.-The degree examinations in medicine and surgery at

the University are just concluded. For the First Professional under the
new ordinances 95 out of 148 candidates passed in one subject or another,
while for the examination under the old regulations 4 passed out of 9.
For the Second Professional under the new ordinances the candidates
numbered 39, of whom 33 passed; under the old regulations 18 out of 37
passed. For the Third Examination candidates presented themselves
only under the old regulations to the number of 73, of whom 40 passed.
Of women candidates there was a total of 23: 16 for the First Professional,
of whom 14 passed; 5 for the Second, of whom 3 passed; and 4 for the
Third, of whom 2 passed.
LECTURESHIPS.-Two new lectureships have been instituted by the

University Court: one on diseases of the ear, to which Dr. Barr has been
appointed, and one on diseases of the throat and nose, to which Dr.
Walker Downie has been elected.
MEETINeG OF GESERAL COUNCIL.-The General Council of Glasgow Uni-

versity held the statutory meeting on April 3rd. There was little of in-
terest or obvious importance in the meeting, except that the Council de-
cided to represent to the University Court that it is now desirable that
women who intend to graduate in Arts should be permitted to join the
ordinary classes of the University. In the case of Moral Philosophy
special permission was given for women to join the ordinary classes, and
the professor has testified to the marked success of this experiment.
There seems no sufficient reason why women students in Arts should
not join the ordinary classes, and leave Queen Margaret College Build-
ings free for the Medical Department for Women.
The report of the Business Committee to the General Council contains

some interesting statistics referring to examinations and to the Univer-
sity finances. At the Preliminary Examinations in Medicine, held in the
four universities of Scotland in September and October, 1894, the entries
and results were as follows: Edinburgh, 121 entries, 68 failures, 52 passes,
1 pass in two subjects only; Glasgow, 89 entries, 56 failures, 31 passes, 2
passes in one or two subjects only; Aberdeen, 32 entries, 22 failures, 10
passes; St. Andrews, 8 entries, 4 failures, 4 passes.
During the winter session 1893-94, summer 1894, the number of women

students in Arts at the University was 109, and in Medicine 58.

UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN.
THE following candidates have received degrees in Medicine and Surgery:
Degree of M D.-R. H. Cook. M.B.; J. Duffus, M.B.; J. Duncan, M.A.,

M.B.; H. Fernandez, M.B.; J. R. Keith, M.A., M.B.; J. Rust,
M.A., M.B.

Degrees of M.B. and C.M.-B. A. Anderson, J. F. Christie, M.A., *W
Cockburn, M.A., R. L. Collings, H. W. A. Cowan, J. Cran, J. M. P.
Crombie, R. W. Cruickshank, T. D. Cumming, C. H. Dyer, A. Fen-
ton, M.A., G. W. R. Fernando, J. Fletcher, H. R. Gardner, K.
Gillies. M.A., W. G. Grant, *H. McI. W. Gray, D. V. Haig. P. Harper,
M.A., L. J. Relmrich, G. Hunt, G. H. Johnston, V. v. Langenberg,
W. Lethbridge, R. Lindsay, **A. H. Lister, B.A., M. MacBean, J. R.
Macmahon, W. R. Matthews, J. Moneur, A. Mowat, W. Murray,
M.A., J. W. Myers, E. M. Payne, W. M. Philip, P. Prebble, A. Robb,


